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Where we started

A very negative direction of 
travel
The e-privacy regulation was moving quickly 
in a direction that would not only endanger 
the data-driven advertising business model 
but would be detrimental to the experience of 
all internet users.A toxic narrative & short timeline
The story of data-driven advertising was 
one-sided and very negative. The file was 
moving fast, leaving industry associations an 
extremely short timeline to influence the 
debate.

The industry challenge
Policymakers were “dug in” to their positions 
and industry needed to prompt them to 
question their resolve and create space for 
compromise.
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The industry’s  
communications imperative

Upend the toxic OBA 
narratiVE

Prompt policymakers to doubt 
their hardline stance

Make room for compromise

Original	Rapporteur	
Laurustin
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The industry’s strongest asset: 
Unintended consequences for 
consumers

Showcasing absolute absurdity
The LIBE Committee’s draft of the e-privacy 
regulation suggested a number of scenarios 
in which European internet users would end 
up unwitting victims.

We set out to showcase these Kafkaesque 
scenarios in a way that was easy to 
understand, memorable and clearly 
consumer-focused.
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The draft e-privacy regulation could do inexplicable 
damage to a user’s internet experience.

Consumers would be faced with consent fatigue, fewer 
sources of high-quality journalism and be forced to pay 

more money for services and content that used to be low-
cost or free.

In short. The e-privacy regulation sounds…
like a bad movie.

The campaign concept
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4 movie trailers to depict
Absurd scenarios
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Impact on media and social media

50,000+ video views 
across platforms

2,500 unique 
visits to

Campaign 
microsite
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campaign timeline

Campaign launches
On social media

Microsite live,	all
videos shared by

EDAA	and
members on
LinkedIn

Campaign gains
Traction among 
Key stakeholders

Campaign shared
widely across
European

Parliament,	first
POLITICO	
Coverage

peak of debate

Media	coverage
acrossmarkets,	
intensifed social	
debate.	POLITICO	
frames	campaign
messages as		”the

business	
narrative”

EPP walks out
On compromise

EPP	threatens
adoption of LIBE	
report,	calling
compromises
unacceptable

Ep libe committee
Vote with thinned

majority

31	in	favour
24	against
1	absention

EP plenary vote
With thinned

majority

318	in	favour
280	against

20	abstentions

3 October 9-13 October 12 - 18 October 12 October 26 October18 October
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In summary

A clear shift of the needle 

Policymakers suddenly aware 
of possible unintended 
consequences
A thinning of support in 
European parliament -
committee and plenary
More room for compromise in 
trilogue as member states 
more aware of controversy
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